Tips to remember spellings!

1. Syllables
   To learn my word I can listen to how many syllables there are and break it up into smaller bits.
   - Sep-tem-ber
   - ba-by
   - mor-ning

2. Base words
   To learn my word I can find its base word.
   - smiling = smile+ing
   - women = wo+men

3. Analogy
   To learn my word I can use words that I already know to help me.
   - Think: would should
   - could

Emergency idea!

Mnemonics
   To learn my word I can make up a sentence to help me remember.
   - could: O U Lucky Duck
   - people: people eat orange peel like elephants

(As described on page 180 of the DfES ‘Letters and Sounds’ document.)
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2 Base words
To learn my word I can find its base word.

smiling = smile + ing
women = wo + men

(As described on page 180 of the DfES ‘Letters and Sounds’ document.)
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3 Analogy
To learn my word I can use **words that I already know** to help me.

**would** **should**

**could**

(As described on page 180 of the DfES ‘Letters and Sounds’ document.)
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Mnemonics
To learn my word I can make up a sentence to help me remember.

- could: O U Lucky Duck
- people: people eat orange peel like elephants

(As described on page 180 of the DfES ‘Letters and Sounds’ document.)